
Application Express Progress Bar 
 

The simplest progress bar using HTML is 2 divs, one nested inside the other with the outer width set to 

some maximum and the inner set to a percentage. Changing the CSS for the inner div will alter the 

display. 

SEE DEMO PAGE: http://srvdev11g:7001/apex/f?p=125:6 

For example: 

HTML 

<div id="progressbar"> 

  <div></div> 

</div> 

CSS 

  #progressbar { 

      background-color: black; 

      border-radius: 13px; /* (height of inner div) / 2 + padding */ 

      padding: 3px; 

    } 

     

    #progressbar > div { 

       background-color: orange; 

       width: 1%; /* Adjust with JavaScript */ 

       height: 20px; 

       border-radius: 10px; 

    } 

 

To make this dynamic in Application Express you need a page item to store the percentage and one or 

more Dynamic Actions to increment the percentage item value, update the CSS, and potentially respond 

to the completion (100%). 

Best practice would be to chain these events rather than put them all in one Dynamic Action.  This way 

the implementation of the progress bar display is separated from the value setting method.   

To do this: 

 Create a timer mechanism 

 Create an action to check for the progress value and set the page item value 



 Create an action triggered by the change to the page item value that sets the CSS for the 

progress bar inner div 

 Create (potentially) an action that is triggered by the change to the page item but conditioned 

on the value being greater than or equal to 100 (complete) 

The first action needs to run on a periodic basis. For this use a timeout or interval call in Javascript (or 

some other timing method).  Implementing this within a Dynamic Action entirely means writing a bit 

more javascript and since best practice (IMHO) is to use built in declarative features as much as possible 

we can simplify this by making the timer call do something very simple like increment a page item value 

or emit a “custom event” that can then be the trigger for the next action. 

For example, create a Dynamic Action triggered by Page Load that executes the following Javascript: 

setInterval(function() { 

  $.event.trigger("poll");       

}, 5000); 

This will trigger an event named “poll” every 5 seconds. 

To respond to this custom event create a Dynamic Action that responds to a custom event: 

 

Now you know how to set up polling for any dynamic action. To take it further, set the action of the 

above to get the value of your progress (as a percentage). 

Additionally this action should stop once the value of the progress reaches 100. If the item storing this 

value is P1_PERCENTAGE, then add to this action a javascript Condition $v(‘P1_PERCENTAGE’) < 100. 



 

Just to complete the example this is set to automatically add 10% each time it is called. 



 

Once you have the Dynamic Action in place to update the “progress” page item value, add another 

Dynamic Action that is triggered by this change that will alter the CSS for the progress bar. 



 

 

 

 



And finally you can also respond to the completion (100% progress) with a final Dynamic Action. 

Event= Change 

Selection Type = Item 

Item = P1_PERCENTAGE 

Condition = greater than or equal to 

Value = 100 

Action = Whatever you want to do. Submit, redirect, display a hidden region, refresh a report… 

Here is the complete outline: 

 

 

Next steps…Implement this on a page that is then called as a modal popup window and set the 100% 

action to dismiss the window. 


